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Colors, Shapes & More contains 6 separate sets of activity cards: rhyming words, numbers, colors,
shapes, go-togethers, and directions. Each set contains full-color pictures on one side and
one-color words or numbers on the reverse side.
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This set of 54 cards covers several topics -- numbers, colors, objects, directions, shapes and
animals. Because this set covers quite a few topics, nothing is covered with a lot of depth. For
instance, numbers are only covered up to 9 and only six shapes and eight colors are presented.
This may, however, be perfectly sufficient for the age of your learner.There are a lot of flash card
sets available on . Frequently, they duplicate topics and that is no exception with this set. FlashKids
has a set called "Listo para la Escuela" that cover shapes, colors, animals, numbers and letters.
Another set "Colors and Shapes" by Brighter Child is heavily focused on colors and another set,
again by FlashKids, covers animals and fruit in conjunction with the alphabet and is called
"Alphabet". So depending on what you want your learner to study, a parent or teacher can create a
fairly comprehensive set.This set does have some unique aspects. I found it covered some words
that are fairly unusual for a beginner's flash card set. For example, the flash cards have the words
dragon, nest, bone and plane covered. These are all items that a child would likely see in a
children's story book or the world around them. Most card manufacturing companies include a card
on how the set can ideally be used. This set does that but with a little more guidance. For example,
a special card is provided that asks the parent/teacher and child to identify rhyming words in the

deck and then proceeds to cite them all so the teacher/parent can help the child find the toro that
rhymes with zorro or the pato that rhymes with gato. There are six rhyming sets in the deck. Another
exercise is to match items that go together. For example, match the perro with the hueso or the flor
with the abeja.
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